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Clinicians have traditionally viewed cognition as equivalent to conscious thought, and accordingly have relied on questionnaires and structured interviews to study the cognitive aspects of emotional disorders. But limitations of introspective self-report have prompted investigators to apply increasingly the information-processing methods of experimental psychology in an effort to elucidate cognitive pathology in disorders such as PTSD (e.g., Litz & Keane, 1989; McNally, 1993). These methods can isolate dysfunctions in attention and memory, and can supplement traditional self-report approaches to assessment.

PTSD researchers have conducted two types of information-processing studies. Valence-independent studies require subjects to process information that varies in complexity, but not in emotional valence. Included under this rubric are experiments on intelligence, short-term memory, and so forth (e.g., Yehuda et al., 1995). Stroop interference for trauma-related words is related to severity of PTSD symptoms, but not to extent of combat exposure. These results suggest that Stroop interference for trauma-related words may reflect severity of intrusive cognition rather than just a history of exposure to traumatic events.

Cassiday et al. (1992) provided further data consistent with this interpretation of the trauma-specific Stroop effect. Studying rape victims with and without PTSD, they found that interference for words related to rape trauma was related to severity of intrusive symptoms, but not to severity of avoidance and numbing symptoms. Thus, experimental (Stroop) and self-report indices of intrusion converged.

Stroop experiments have repeatedly shown that words closely related to trauma produce more interference than negative words less closely related to trauma. Using a computerized procedure that enabled them to select idiographic stimuli for each subject, Kaspi and colleagues (1995) found that patients with combat-related PTSD exhibited more interference for trauma words than for equally “negative” words that were unrelated to trauma. Also studying veterans with PTSD, Vrana and colleagues

To test the viability of this paradigm for capturing intrusive cognition, McNally et al. (1990) had Vietnam combat veterans with and without PTSD color-name words related to trauma (e.g., bodybags), words related to another anxiety disorder (obsessive-compulsive disorder, e.g., germs), words having positive emotional valence (e.g., love), and words having neutral valence (e.g., input). Each word was printed in one of several colors and words of a certain type appeared on a single large card. The dependent measure was the time taken for the subject to name the colors of all the words on a single card. PTSD patients took significantly longer to color-name trauma words relative to other words and relative to healthy combat veterans who did not respond differentially as a function of word type. Moreover, interference for trauma words was significantly related to severity of PTSD symptoms, but not to extent of combat exposure. These results suggest that Stroop interference for trauma-related words may reflect severity of intrusive cognition rather than just a history of exposure to traumatic events.
(in press) found that words related to Vietnam (e.g., firefight) produced more interference than generally negative words (e.g., death) or words related to Vietnam that had additional nonthreatening meanings (e.g., point). Cassidy et al. (1992) reported that subjects with rape-related PTSD exhibited more interference for words strongly related to trauma (e.g., rape) than for words moderately related to trauma (e.g., crime). Also, Thrasher, Dalgleish, and Yule (1994) reported that shipwreck survivors with PTSD exhibited more interference for words specifically tied to their traumatic memories (e.g., sinking) than for generally threatening words (e.g., death).

Stroop interference for trauma-related words is a sensitive measure of clinical state. People with active PTSD exhibit the effect, whereas those who have recovered do not. Thus, inpatients with chronic combat-related PTSD exhibit equally marked interference for trauma words when retested after a two-week interval (McNally et al., 1993). Patients with rape-related PTSD exhibit enhanced interference for words related to rape trauma, whereas those who have recovered after receiving behavior therapy do not (Foa et al., 1991). These data underscore the potential utility of the emotional Stroop paradigm as a convenient measure for evaluating response to treatment.

Stroop studies suggest that information about trauma is readily accessible in patients with PTSD, and data parallel self-reports concerning the ease with which traumatic memories involuntarily come to mind. If these memories are characterized by hyperaccessibility, then other paradigms that directly assess explicit and implicit memory may also triangulate the phenomenon. Explicit memory is revealed when task performance requires conscious recollection of previous experiences; it is usually assessed by direct tests such as recognition, free recall, and cued recall. Implicit memory is revealed when previous experiences enhance performance on a task that does not require effortful, conscious recollection of these experiences; it is usually assessed by indirect tests such as word-stem completion, lexical decision, and tachistoscopic word identification.

Zeitlin and McNally (1991) investigated explicit and implicit memory biases favoring trauma-related material in Vietnam veterans with and without PTSD. Subjects first studied a series of trauma words (e.g., medevac), positive words (e.g., tranquil), social threat words (e.g., humiliated), and neutral words (e.g., wardrobe) before completing three-letter word stems (e.g., med, tra) with the first word that came to mind. In this word-stem completion task, implicit memory is revealed when subjects complete stems (e.g., med) with words that were previously presented (e.g., medevac) more often than with words that were not previously presented (e.g., medium), and an implicit memory bias for trauma material occurs if this priming effect is greater for trauma-related stems (e.g., med) than for other stems (e.g., tra). Subjects were also given another set of stems that corresponded to another set of valenced words, and were told to use the stems as cues to recall words they had seen earlier. This cued recall task provides a measure of explicit memory, and an explicit memory bias for trauma-related material would be revealed by subjects recalling more trauma words than other words.

The results revealed that combat veterans with PTSD exhibited an implicit memory bias for trauma words, whereas combat veterans without PTSD did not. Combat veterans with PTSD also exhibited a relative explicit memory bias for trauma words, whereas combat veterans without PTSD did not. That is, veterans with PTSD exhibited poor recall for all but trauma words, in contrast to veterans without PTSD who exhibited equivalently good recall for all word types. Also, Vrana et al. (in press) recently found that PTSD patients, relative to healthy combat veterans, exhibited enhanced explicit memory for trauma words relative to neutral words. These investigators, however, did not test for implicit memory biases.

Two studies have revealed autobiographical memory disturbances in Vietnam combat veterans with PTSD. In the first study, PTSD subjects exhibited difficulties retrieving specific personal memories in response to cue words having either positive (e.g., kindness), neutral (e.g., appearance), or negative (e.g., panic) valence (McNally et al., 1994). When asked to retrieve an autobiographical memory triggered by a cue, PTSD subjects tended to retrieve general memories that did not reference any specific event. This “overgeneral” memory problem was exacerbated in PTSD subjects whose trauma-related memories were cued by a combat videotape. This suggests that activation of trauma-related thoughts may hamper access to other memories.

In the second study (McNally et al., in press), Vietnam veterans with and without PTSD participated in an autobiographical memory experiment in which they attempted to retrieve specific personal memories exemplifying traits denoted by positive (e.g., loyal) and negative (e.g., guilty) cue words. Relative to healthy combat veterans, those with PTSD had difficulty retrieving specific autobiographical memories, especially in response to positive trait cues. These deficits were markedly pronounced in PTSD subjects who wore Vietnam War regalia (e.g., medals, fatigues) to the laboratory (nv: non-PTSD subjects never wore regalia). Regalia-wearing PTSD subjects disproportionately retrieved episodes from the Vietnam War, unlike other subjects who exhibited the standard recency bias by overwhelmingly retrieving memories from the past month. The self-presentational style of wearing regalia is a marker for autobiographical memory disturbance as well as an emblem of psychological fixation to a war fought more than 20 years ago. Deficits in retrieving specific memories about one’s past may underlie difficulties envisioning one’s future (i.e., “future foreshortening”), and may hamper efforts to solve the problems of everyday living.

As apparent from this brief review, most studies on valence-dependent cognitive biases in PTSD have been conducted very recently. Indeed, when they wrote their seminal review paper on information-processing approaches to PTSD, Litz and Keane (1989) were able to cite only two experimental articles that had been published at that time (McNally et al., 1987; Trandel & McNally, 1987). Others have also written theoretical papers on informa-
tion-processing and PTSD (Chemtob et al., 1988; Foa et al., 1989), and Litz (1992) has tackled the problem of emotional numbing from this perspective. McNally’s (1993) chapter covers recent cognitive experiments in PTSD, whereas another chapter addresses methodological and substantive issues regarding cognition and emotion research in anxiety disorders, including PTSD (McNally, in press).

In summary, experimental information-processing research on PTSD suggests the following conclusions. The emotional Stroop paradigm provides a quantitative measure of intrusive cognition that is sensitive to clinical state, yet avoids the limitations of introspective self-report (e.g., tendencies either to deny or exaggerate distress). Although experimental psychopathologists have increasingly used computerized versions of this task, card versions are easy to construct and suitable for routine clinical assessment (McNally et al., 1993). Of all the experimental paradigms tested recently, the emotional Stroop clearly has the most immediate relevance for the trauma therapist.

Experimental memory paradigms, such as word-stem completion, cued recall, and autobiographical cuing, suggest patterns of bias associated with PTSD. Patients with PTSD seem characterized by explicit and implicit memory biases favoring trauma-relevant information, yet also characterized by difficulties retrieving specific (usually nontraumatic) personal memories from their past. The relation between intrusive cognition and memory biases and dysfunctions warrants further elucidation. Intrusive cognition may preempt processing resources, thereby interfering with normal memory.

Debates about trauma and memory have become increasingly prominent in recent years. Experimental cognitive psychology may provide additional means of illuminating the effects of traumatic events on memory.
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A unique feature of the PILOTS database is particularly helpful to clinicians and researchers interested in assessment of PTSD. For each journal article or book chapter we index in PILOTS, we include a list of all the psychological and medical assessment instruments used in the work reported. All you need to do is type the command FIND INST IMPACT OF EVENT SCALE and you will find entries for more than 300 studies in which it was used.
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Because the PILOTS database supports Boolean searching, you can easily identify those papers that focus on a particular instrument. To continue with our example, if you wanted to read papers about the Impact of Event Scale, you would type in the command FIND INST IMPACT OF EVENT SCALE AND DESC PTSD ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS to locate the 37 papers that discuss it.

To facilitate searching for specific assessment instruments, we have established a standard form of the name of each instrument. This form represents, to the best of our knowledge, the official name of the instrument as given by its author or publisher. We attempt to use that name consistently, regardless of the form of name used by the author of a particular paper.

These standardized names are assembled in the PILOTS Database Instruments Authority List, which may be purchased in paper or microfiche form from the National Technical Information Service, or downloaded free of charge in PostScript or ASCII form from the Internet host ftp.dartmouth.edu/pub/ptsd. This bibliography lists all identifiable projective tests, self-report questionnaires, structured interviews, and other instruments that have been used in papers indexed in the PILOTS database. Each entry includes:

- the name of the instrument
- the surnames of its creators (this information is intended primarily to indicate which instrument is meant—there are several with similar names—and should not be taken as a definitive ascription of authorship)
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COMPLETION OF NVVRS DATABASE

Thomas L. Murtaugh, PhD
Perry Point VAMC

In 1993, data from the survey component of the National Vietnam Veterans Readjustment Study became available through the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. The database now has been completed by the acquisition of the clinical component of the study. This portion of the data is composed of information acquired from clinical interviews and testing with 343 Vietnam theater veterans and 96 Vietnam era veterans. The Vietnam theater veterans were presumed to be cases of PTSD based upon their survey responses. Additional theater veterans (noncases) were selected based on their high scores on a combat exposure scale and their reports of high non-specific psychological distress. Vietnam era veteran cases were selected for the clinical subset based on their scores on PTSD indicators in the survey component and reported levels of high non-specific psychological distress.

The Clinical Data Set contains the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. The database will include necessary weights for its use. Documentation has been developed by the Study’s authors through a VA contract with the Research Triangle Institute. A second more elemental database for this component of the NVVRS also will be available. This database, termed “Clinical Raw Data,” consists of the individual item responses for the clinical subsample. However, issues of confidentiality mandate that microfiche copies of the individual clinical protocols will not be made available.

The complete electronic database for the NVVRS will be available through ICPSR by the fall of 1995. Microfiche copies of the individual protocols will follow. Prospective users should be advised to employ a statistical program appropriate to stratified random samples. Moreover, users should be advised that only those files directly utilized by the NVVRS have been completely cleaned. All other files have been machine-edited.

For further information and assistance, interested parties should contact Thomas Murtaugh, Ph.D., Project Officer, VAMC, Perry Point, MD 21902, phone (410) 642-1100.
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NEW DISTRIBUTION POLICY FOR THE PTSD RESEARCH QUARTERLY

Because of rising printing and postage costs, we have curtailed unlimited distribution of the PTSD Research Quarterly. Beginning with our Fall 1994 issue, the Research Quarterly became available on a subscription basis. However, you will continue to receive it if you fall into one of the following categories:

• If you receive the Research Quarterly because you work at a VA facility you will continue to receive it at your VA address, as you have in the past. Also, a copy of each issue will be sent to the Psychiatry, Psychology, Research, Social Work, Nursing, and Library services, as well as to the Director of each VA Medical Center. A copy also will be sent to each specialized PTSD treatment program (PCT, EBTPU, etc.) and to each Vet Center.

• If you are a member of the International Society for Traumatic Stress Studies you will receive a copy of each issue as part of the regular mailings you receive from the Society. The ISTSS has undertaken to pay the additional postage as a service to its members.

• If your organization exchanges publications with the National Center for PTSD it will continue to receive the PTSD Research Quarterly free of charge.

• If you are the chair of an academic department of psychology or psychiatry accredited by the appropriate professional association, you will continue to receive the PTSD Research Quarterly free of charge.

• If your veterans’ service organization, state department of veterans’ affairs, military facility, or other federal agency has been receiving the PTSD Research Quarterly, it will continue to do so.

If you do not fall into one of the above categories you may continue to receive the PTSD Research Quarterly by ordering a subscription from the Superintendent of Documents using the form above. The price is $6.50 per year for subscriptions mailed to domestic addresses, and $8.50 per year for foreign subscriptions. You may also place a credit card order by telephone at (202) 512-1800.

National Center for PTSD (116D)
VA Medical and Regional Office Center
White River Junction, Vermont 05009